
CHAPTER 3 

APPLICATIONS AND ACTIVITIES 
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OBJECTIVES 

After completing “Applications and Activities,” you will be able to: 

 Describe the role of the activity in Android applications, and 
its relationship to the application class. 

 Build activity classes and use them to present views to the 
user. 

 Develop flows of multiple activities, manage transitions 
between them, and pass information to a child activity and 
back to a parent. 

 Understand the lifecycle of an activity, and implement 
initialization and cleanup logic in the appropriate callback 
methods. 

 Build custom application classes, in order to centralize 
application state. 
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Activities 

 The typical Android application presents a graphical user 
interface (GUI) to the user, and the means to this is the 
activity. 

 The core concept is that an activity is something that the user 
can do on the device, and you’ll see from the details of how 
activities interact with each other that it should be a fairly 
limited action or set of actions. 

 Activities show their UIs to the user when they are active, and 
they can also be inactive but still resident in memory (stateful). 

 An activity must extend the standard class 
android.app.Activity. 

 They have defined lifecycle and context relationships with 
the Android OS. 

 More on this later in the chapter, but one impact of this is that you 
do most of your initialization not in the constructor of an activity, 
but rather in one or more overrides of lifecycle hook methods such 
as onCreate. 

 Activity extends Context, so you always have full access to 
resources, operating-system services, and lots of other useful stuff. 

 By the time onCreate is called, the activity is fully defined as a 
context and can define a content view and set itself up: put values 
into UI widgets, connect event handlers, set its title, and so on. 
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The Content View 

 An activity has a single content view as its user interface. 

ViewActivity contentView

 

 This view often holds a tree of child components, but in some 
cases it is a single UI widget such as a list or image view. 

 The content view usually occupies the full screen of the device, 
but there are variations on this theme. 

 It can use layout attributes to appear as a floating window or 
dialog box, leaving the user with a sense of still being on the 
previous screen but carrying out some quick task on this one. 

 It can be visually embedded in another activity, so that it occupies 
a smaller piece of that activity’s screen space. 

 An Activity subclass typically sets the content view as its first 
act in the onCreate method: 

@Override 
public void onCreate (Bundle state) 
{ 
  super.onCreate (state); 
  setContentView (R.layout.main); 
  ... 
} 
 

 setContentView is overloaded to take either a layout ID or a View 
object with layout parameters. 

 In the former case, the method will inflate our chosen layout into 
a View with a tree of child views, and make that the content view. 
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Finding UI Components 

 One surprising thing: there is no getContentView method! 

 So, if you want to operate on the view or its children, do you 
have to inflate the layout yourself, and use that second 
overload? 

 Happily, no. Activity offers a method that will find a child view 
by its ID: this is findViewById, and it is used heavily in a 
typical onCreate implementation, to initialize fields of various 
UI-widget types to refer to the correct inflated objects. 

 
@Override 
public void onCreate (Bundle state) 
{ 
  super.onCreate (state); 
  setContentView (R.layout.main); 
 
  firstName = (TextView) findViewById (R.id.first); 
  lastName = (TextView) findViewById (R.id.last); 
  enabled = (CheckBox) findViewById (R.id.enabled); 
  OK = (Button) findViewById (R.id.ok); 
  cancel = (Button) findViewById (R.id.cancel); 
} 

Activity 
firstName 
lastName 
enabled 
OK 
cancel 

contentView 
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Finding UI Components 

 Note that IDs don’t absolutely have to be unique in the layout, 
only under their parent. 

 It’s common to define a unique value for each component in 
the layout XML, and so this is not often an issue. 

 But there are times when it’s helpful to re-use a UI structure: 

 Similar panels to view or edit different instances of the same data 
type, such as showing a shipping and a billing address 

 Multiple panels to present multiple instances, as in an array or list 

 Both of these are possible in managing your layouts – and the 
points below are just forward references but here’s how! 

 Use <include> and <merge> elements in the layout definitions. 

 Build sub-layouts or table rows dynamically, often inflating a 
layout template and then adjusting it for each instance. 

 In either of these cases, there’s no way to find a view by its ID – 
if we’re limited to Activity.findViewById. 

 Ah, but we’re not! View defines this method as well. 

 But the key concept for the moment is that individual panels, 
tables, rows, and other parent components can find child or 
descendant views by ID as well – meaning that we can work at 
whatever scope is appropriate when navigating the UI tree. 
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Fragments 

 Activities can also embed fragments, which encapsulate 
logically-related sets of UI components and functionality for 
better re-use. 

 We’ll spend a whole chapter understanding fragments later on. 
But here are some key characteristics: 

 Like an activity, a fragment has a defined lifecycle and usually 
initialize itself by way of hook-method overrides. 

 It is not a UI component, but it can be configured as the child of a 
UI component, as a way to include it in an activity’s UI tree. 

 It has its own content view, often based on a dedicated XML 
layout resource. 

 It can do event handling – or it can allow the activity do handle 
events, or they can collaborate. 

 An activity can have zero, one, or many fragments, and 
fragments are designed for re-use among multiple activities. 

 This makes the fragment a critical tool in building applications 
that can adapt to multiple form factors. 

 In most modern Android applications, the large majority of UI 
code lives in the fragment, and the activity just directs high-level 
traffic. 

 To avoid dependencies on its owning activity class(es), a fragment 
usually defines a callback interface rather than calling methods 
defined by the activity. 
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Airports and Dates 

 In Examples/Flights/Step1 is the initial version of an 
application meant to let the user select flights offered by an 
airline for a one-way or round-trip itinerary. 

 You can also open Demos/Intent, from which we’ll be starting a 
coding demonstration a bit later. 

 Let’s start where Android would start, with the manifest file – 
see AndroidManifest.xml. 

 This is structurally identical to the ones we’ve seen thus far, or very 
nearly, and has just a couple distinct values for this application: 

<manifest package="cc.travel.android" ... > 
  <uses-sdk  
    android:minSdkVersion="11" 
    android:targetSdkVersion="17"  
    android:maxSdkVersion="17"  
  /> 
  <application ... > 
    <activity 
      android:name=".MainActivity" 
      android:label="@string/app_name"  
    > 
      <intent-filter>...</intent-filter> 
    </activity> 
  </application> 
</manifest> 

EXAMPLE 
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Airports and Dates 

 Now see src/cc/travel/android/MainActivity.java; this is 
the main activity class. 

public class MainActivity 
  extends Activity 
  implements Airports.Listener 
 

 Airports is the fragment held by this activity, and it defines a 
callback interface Listener, in this case to notify its parent activity 
that the user has requested a search for available flights. 

 The activity sets its content view based on the ID of an XML layout 
– which is just the name of the layout file, minus the .xml suffix. 

{ 
  private static final int REQUEST_FLIGHTS = 0; 
   
  @Override 
  public void onCreate (Bundle state) 
  { 
    super.onCreate (state); 
    setContentView (R.layout.main_activity); 
     
    setTitle (R.string.airports_title); 
  } 
   

 It waits to be told the only thing it cares about, which is that the 
user is ready to search for flights and move on to the next activity: 

  public void onSearchForFlights () 
  { 
    startActivityForResult (new Intent (this,  
      FlightsActivity.class), REQUEST_FLIGHTS); 
  } 
} 
 

EXAMPLE 
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Airports and Dates 

 You can find the layout file res/layout/main_activity.xml. 
Again, R.layout.main_activity resolves to this file path (or 
possibly to alternates based on runtime device characteristics). 

 This is just a thin wrapper around a fragment, though it also 
assures vertical scrolling if the fragment doesn’t fit the screen: 

<ScrollView 
  xmlns:android="...android" 
  android:layout_width="match_parent" 
  android:layout_height="match_parent" 
  android:padding="12dp" 
  android:background="@drawable/clouds" 
> 
  <fragment  
    android:name= 
      "cc.travel.android.fragment.Airports" 
    android:id="@+id/airports" 
    android:layout_height="match_parent"  
    android:layout_width="match_parent" 
  /> 
</ScrollView> 

EXAMPLE 
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Airports and Dates 

 See src/cc/travel/android/fragment/Airports.java; this is 
the fragment class, and most of the UI logic lives here. 

 This class extends Fragment, and defines a callback interface: 
public class Airports 
  extends Fragment 
{ 
  public static interface Listener 
  { 
    public void onSearchForFlights (); 
  } 
 
  private static final DateFormat formatter =  
    new SimpleDateFormat ("M/d/yyyy", Locale.US); 
     

 We define fields of various types in the Android “widgets” API: 
  private EditText origin; 
  private EditText destination; 
  private RadioGroup rbGroup; 
  private EditText departing; 
  private EditText returning; 

EXAMPLE 
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Airports and Dates 

 One of the first things we do is connect those fields to the objects 
that have been created for us by the layout inflater: 

  @Override 
  public View onCreateView (LayoutInflater inflater, 
    ViewGroup container, Bundle state) 
  { 
    View view = inflater.inflate 
      (R.layout.airports, container, false); 
 
    origin = (EditText)  
      findViewById (R.id.airports_origin); 
    destination = (EditText)  
      findViewById (R.id.airports_destination); 
    rbGroup = (RadioGroup)  
      findViewById (R.id.airports_rbgroup); 
    departing = (EditText)  
      findViewById (R.id.airports_departing); 
    returning = (EditText)  
      findViewById (R.id.airports_returning); 
    ... 
 

 This puts us in a position to interact with the user through these 
widgets: set values into them, read values from them, enable and 
disable them, show and hide them, etc. 

 There’s more here than we’ll cover right now, but notice one other 
line in this method – this attaches an event handler to a 
pushbutton in the UI: 

    ((Button) view.findViewById  
      (R.id.airports_submit)).setOnClickListener  
        (new SearchHandler ()); 

EXAMPLE 
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Airports and Dates 

 The handler class is found further down in the source file: 
  private class SearchHandler 
    implements OnClickListener 
  {   
    public void onClick (View button) 
    { 
      if (validate ())   
        ValidationDialog.newInstance  
            (R.string.error_nyi) 
          .show (getFragmentManager (),  
              "validation"); 
    } 
  } 
 

 All we do for the moment is validate the user’s input; later we’ll 
invoke that callback method, and the activity will respond by 
starting a second activity to show query results to the user. 

 Another strategy worth considering for presenting validation 
error messages uses the error property on the input fields 
themselves. 

 You can call setError on any instance of TextView or a subclass. 

 This sets an error icon into the right end of the view. 

 Your message will be displayed in a popup, only when the user 
highlights that particular view. 

 This is a nice way to organize multiple, field-specific error 
messages without consuming too much screen space. 

EXAMPLE 
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Airports and Dates 

 The validate method reads values from the various widgets: 
  private boolean validate () 
  { 
    ... 
    String originCode =  
      origin.getText ().toString (); 
    String destinationCode =  
      destination.getText ().toString (); 
    String departingText =  
      departing.getText ().toString (); 
    String returningText =  
      returning.getText ().toString (); 
    int messageID = 0; 
 
    if (originCode == null ||  
        originCode.length () == 0) 
      messageID =  
        R.string.airports_validation_no_origin; 
    ... 
 

 We show any validation error in a dialog box. 

 And, for now, we show a dialog box anyway! since we haven’t 
implemented the rest of the application. 

 Finally let’s look at the fragment’s own XML layout – see 
res/layout/airports.xml. 

 Ah, well, that’s spoiled the surprise! You get a sneak peek at the UI, 
because Eclipse ADT has a WYSIWYG editor for UI layouts. 

 This is one of the more useful graphical editors, and you may want 
to explore it further – but the next few chapters specifically on UI 
design will be a better time for that. Click the airports.xml tab. 

EXAMPLE 
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Airports and Dates 

 There’s more here than we need to get into right now, but notice 
the highlighted component IDs in the listing below – which drops 
tons of attribute information and squeezes android: to just a: 

<TableLayout> 
  <TableRow> 
    <TextView/> 
    <EditText a:id="@+id/airports_origin" /> 
    <Button a:id="@+id/airports_pick_origin" /> 
  </TableRow> 
  <TableRow> 
    <TextView/> 
    <EditText a:id="@+id/airports_destination" /> 
    <Button a:id="@+id/airports_pick_destination" /> 
  </TableRow> 
  <RadioGroup a:id="@+id/airports_rbgroup" > 
    <RadioButton a:id="@+id/airports_roundrip" /> 
    <RadioButton a:id="@+id/airports_oneway" /> 
  </RadioGroup> 
  <TableRow> 
    <TextView/> 
    <EditText a:id="@+id/airports_departing" /> 
    <Button a:id="@+id/airports_pick_departing" /> 
  </TableRow> 
  <TableRow> 
    <TextView/> 
    <EditText a:id="@+id/airports_returning" /> 
    <Button a:id="@+id/airports_pick_returning" /> 
  </TableRow> 
  <Button a:id="@+id/airports_submit" /> 
  <TextView a:id="@+id/error_message" /> 
</TableLayout> 
 

 The syntax @+id/xxx indicates that the build tools should 
generate a unique ID value and name it xxx in R.java. 

EXAMPLE 
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Airports and Dates 

 Run this project as an Android application: 

 

 Try entering various sorts of data (or no data) and clicking the 
Search for flights button. 

 See the error messages based on validation of your inputs: 

   

EXAMPLE 
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Standard Activity Subclasses 

 The API includes several specialized activity types that you can 
use for various purposes.1 

ViewActivity contentView

Context

Application

ActivityGroup ExpandableListActivity

PreferenceActivityTabActivity

ListActivity

through intermediates

 

 Find Application and Activity classes in android.app, and you 
can browse to the rest of these types in the API documentation. 

 More to come; we’ll see just about all of these types in later 
chapters, and especially we will start to look more closely at the 
relationship between certain activity types and their content views, 
which are specialized as well. 

                                                       
1 Note that the TabActivity is deprecated as of Android 3.0, in favor of the Fragment. More on this in 
Chapters 5 and 12. 
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Tasks and the “Back Stack” 

 Android defines a task as a collection of activities that let the 
user carry out some function that is more complex than a single 
activity would support. 

 Activities are organized into tasks in a stack structure. 

 

 An application’s main activity is launched and forms the base of 
the stack. 

 Each time it starts a new activity, that activity is added to the stack. 

 When the user leaves by pressing the back button on the device – 
or through any other action the activity is finished – it is removed 
from the stack and the previous activity is brought to the 
foreground. 

Ultimate Activity 

Next Activity 

starts 

Main Activity 

starts 

Next Activity 

Main Activity 

Ultimate Activity finishes

etc. 

poof 
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Tasks and the “Back Stack” 

 But the user can also jump around in various ways. 

 Hit the home button and start a different application 

 Respond to a notification that activates another application or a 
different activity in the current application. 

 So there can be multiple tasks, each with its own back stack. 

 

 It’s also possible to define different instantiation policies for 
activities and tasks, that alter the behaviors described so far. 

 See the Developer’s Guide under Framework Topics / Activities 
/ Tasks and Back Stack for further explanation of the 
contingencies. 

Task 1 (background) 

Ultimate Activity 

Next Activity 

Main Activity 

Task 2 

Activity 1 

Activity 2 

Activity 3 
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Intents 

 We form tasks, and interact with the back stack, primarily in 
two ways, using methods defined on the Activity class: 

 Starting new activities with startActivity and 
startActivityForResult, passing Intent objects to these methods. 

 Finishing an activity explicitly, by way of the finish method. 

 An intent is an object that expresses a transition we want to 
effect 

 From activity to activity in a single application – this is almost 
always an explicit intent, which is one that identifies the activity 
class and causes it to be instantiated 

 From application to application – this is an implicit intent and 
it causes another application to be launched (or brought to the 
foreground) based on classifications that match with the intent 
filter of one of the application’s activities 

 To start a service 

 To start an activity at some later time of the user’s choosing, as 
when the user opens a notification – this is known as a pending 
intent 

 Explicit intents are the easiest to create – they’re really just 
wrappers around Java class objects: 

Intent intent =  
  new Intent (this, NextActivity.class); 
startActivity (intent); 
 

 The first parameter to the Intent constructor is a parent context. 

 When an activity starts another activity, it usually passes this. 
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Extras 

 To coordinate as a task, multiple activities must have a means 
of sharing information between them. There are two ways to do 
this: 

 Pass information by way of intent extras 

 Share state in a custom application object 

 We’ll look at the latter of these later in the chapter. 

 The Intent class offers a set of methods by which it can carry 
state information, functioning as a multi-part message of sorts. 

 

 For example you can pass simple strings using these methods: 
public void putExtra (String name, int value); 
public String getStringExtra  
  (String name, String defaultValue); 
 

 Notice that you put an extra using an overload of putExtra, and 
the type of your value guides the compiler to the right overload. 

 You get an extra with a specific method such as getStringExtra. 

 This naming pattern is replicated over these supported types: 
byte short int long 
byte[] short[] int[] long[] 
char boolean float double 
char[] boolean[] float[] double[] 
 

 Other types are supported that will make more sense a bit later in 
the course. 

Intent 
EXTRA_NAME 
EXTRA_ID 
EXTRA_DATA 

Next Activity Main Activity 
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Extras 

 So, to start a new activity and pass it two values: 
Intent intent =  
  new Intent (this, NextActivity.class); 
intent.putExtra (EXTRA_ONE, "Thing one"); 
intent.putExtra (EXTRA_TWO, 2); 
startActivity (intent); 
 

 The new activity can read these values using the getIntent 
method on Activity: 

@Override 
public void onCreate (Bundle state) 
{ 
  super.onCreate (state); 
  Intent intent = getIntent (); 
  String one = intent.getStringExtra (EXTRA_ONE); 
  int two = intent.getIntExtra (EXTRA_TWO); 
  ... 
} 
 

 It’s a good idea to define public static final names for your 
extras, since they will often be used by multiple classes and 
there is otherwise no type safety over their names. 

public static final String EXTRA_PATH = "PATH"; 
 

 The Intent class does just this for a set of standard extras to be 
used in implicit actions when attempting to trigger built-in 
applications or OS functionality; a partial list: 

EXTRA_EMAIL EXTRA_PHONE_NUMBER 
EXTRA_SUBJECT EXTRA_LOCAL_ONLY 
EXTRA_CC 
EXTRA_BCC EXTRA_TITLE 
EXTRA_TEXT EXTRA_DATA 
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A Multi-Screen Workflow 

 We’ll add a single activity navigation to the Flights application. 

 Do your work in Demos/Intent. 

 The completed demo is in Examples/Flights/Step2. 

1. In src/cc/travel/android/fragment/Airports.java, find the 
SearchHandler class and its onClick method. 

2. Replace the code that creates and shows a new dialog with code to call 
any registered listener, through our callback interface: 

if (validate ())  
  ((Listener) getActivity ()).onSearchForFlights();    
 

 Recall that the MainActivity implements this interface to start the 
FlightsActivity. 

3. Test now. You’ll see the same screen at startup. Enter valid values: 

 Try “BWI” and “ATL” for the airport codes. 

 Any two valid dates in order will do for departure and return. 

DEMO 
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A Multi-Screen Workflow 

4. Click Search for flights  - oops! 

 

 ... and in the LogCat view you’ll see: 
FATAL EXCEPTION: main 
  android.content.ActivityNotFoundException:  
   Unable to find explicit activity class  
   {cc.travel.android/cc.travel.android.Flights};  
   have you declared this activity in your  
   AndroidManifest.xml? 
 ... 
 at android.app.Activity.startActivity 
   (Activity.java:2933) 
 at cc.travel.android.Airports.onSearchForFlights 
   (Airports.java:237) 
 ... 
 

 You have to hand it to them: that is a nice clear error message!  

 All activity classes must be declared in the manifest file. 

DEMO 
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A Multi-Screen Workflow 

5. Open AndroidManifest.xml and register the second activity class: 
  </activity> 
  <activity android:name=".small.FlightsActivity" /> 
</application> 
 

 Notice that we don’t need an intent filter, since this is not the main 
activity of the application. Intent filters, by their presence, open up 
an activity to possible invocation from outside the application 
based on implicit intents. 

6. Test again – better: 

 

 The UI for this activity is very primitive right now, and it is using 
hard-coded data. We will enhance all of that later. 

DEMO 
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A Multi-Screen Workflow 

 For the moment, we’ll focus on screen-to-screen flow. From 
this second screen, we have two possible next steps: 

 If the user wants a round-trip itinerary, we’re going to need to 
show the same flights screen a second time so they can choose a 
return flight. 

 If not, we would move on to pricing the itinerary, but for now we’ll 
leave it as NYI. 

7. Open src/cc/travel/android/FlightsActivity.java, and add a field to 
define the name of an intent extra: 

  public static final String EXTRA_OUTBOUND =  
    "OUTBOUND"; 
 

 A field outbound is ready to capture the value of this extra when 
we’re created, and the activity knows to pass that value to the 
Flights fragment, so that it shows the right content. 

8. In onCreate, capture the value of the extra, if present, and let true be 
the default: 

  public void onCreate (Bundle state) 
  { 
    super.onCreate (state); 
    setContentView (R.layout.flights_activity); 
         
    outbound = getIntent ().getBooleanExtra  
      (EXTRA_OUTBOUND, true); 
 
    fragment = (Flights) 
      getFragmentManager ().findFragmentById  
        (R.id.flights); 
  } 

DEMO 
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A Multi-Screen Workflow 

9. At the bottom of the source file find the onProceed method, which 
currently just validates user input. (Unlike the callback method in the 
previous activity, this method is called directly by Android in 
response to a button click, thanks to configuration in the layout 
XML.) 

10. Add code either to navigate to a second instance of this activity, or 
show the NYI dialog: 

  public void onProceed (View source) 
  { 
    if (!fragment.updateModel ()) 
    { 
      ValidationDialog.newInstance  
         (R.string.flights_validation_no_selection) 
        .show (getFragmentManager (),  
           "validation"); 
      return; 
    } 
 
    if (outbound) 
    { 
      Intent intent = new Intent (this, getClass()); 
      intent.putExtra (EXTRA_OUTBOUND, false); 
      startActivityForResult (intent, 0); 
    } 
    else 
      ValidationDialog.newInstance  
          (R.string.error_nyi) 
        .show (getFragmentManager (),  
            "validation"); 
  } 

DEMO 
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A Multi-Screen Workflow 

11. Test at this point.  

 Because the Airports activity doesn’t set the extra value, the 
default value of true is assumed. So, we get round-trip workflow. 

 

 When you enter a flight number – any integer is considered valid 
for the moment –  and click Proceed, you’ll see the same screen a 
second time. 

 But, notice the airports have reversed: this is the existing logic of 
the Flights class coming into play for an outbound value of false, 
which is what we are given as EXTRA_OUTBOUND on this second 
invocation: 

   

 If you enter a valid flight number and try to Proceed again, you’ll 
see that we have yet another activity to add – which we’ll see in a 
later exercise. 

    false Flights Airports     (true) Flights 

DEMO 
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Results 

 Child activities can also return results to their parents. 

 The parent must call startActivityForResult, passing an 
Intent and a request code that will stick with the child 
activity. 

public void startActivityForResult  
  (Intent intent, int request); 
 

 The child can at any time manipulate its result code: just call 
setResult and pass in an integer value. 

public void setResult (int result); 
 

 There are a few standard result codes defined by the Activity 
class, including: 

RESULT_OK 
RESULT_CANCELED 
RESULT_FIRST_USER // minimum legal value for 
                  // custom result codes 
 

 The parent can then implement onActivityResult and be 
informed of the value: 

  public void onActivityResult  
    (int request, int result, Intent intent); 
 

 The method accepts the original request code and the result 
code, because the activity might have started any number of 
different activities in response to different user actions. 

 So we can handle all possible results in one place, and separate our 
logic out for different child activities and for their result codes. 
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Result Intents 

 What about that third parameter, which is an Intent instance? 

 A child activity can also return an Intent object, essentially as a 
vehicle for additional result values. 

 Call setResult and pass the Intent as a second argument. 
public void setResult (int result, Intent intent); 
 

 The parent activity then can read the result code, and perhaps 
extras, out of the result intent as given to it as that third 
parameter to onActivityResult. 
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Activity Lifecycle 

 An activity passes through multiple states in a defined lifecycle. 

 Callback methods are invoked on various sorts of transitions: 

running paused

stopped

onCreate()
onStart()
onResume()

OBSCURED:
onPause()

REVEALED:
onResume() RECLAIMED:

onStop()
onDestroy()

HIDDEN:
onStop()

REVEALED:
onRestart()
onStart()
onResume()

RECLAIMED:
onDestroy()

 

 This is a (somewhat loose) UML representation of the diagram 
found in the API docs for the Activity class. 

 An activity is paused when it is not in the foreground, but may be 
partially visible. 

 It is stopped when completely hidden. 

 It may be destroyed to reclaim memory, at the whim of the OS. 

 By the way, it may not be destroyed when you finish the activity! 
The OS may keep one or more activities from your application in 
memory, even after you close the main activity, at its option. 
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Activity Lifecycle 

 So callback methods will be called in sensible, nested pairings: 
    onCreate                        onDestroy 
          onStart               onStop 
                onResume    onPause 
 

 ... with onRestart as a special case. 

 Put different sorts of initialization and cleanup code in these 
methods: 

 onCreate: connect your fields to UI elements. 

 onStart: push values from your data model into UI elements. You 
can do this in onCreate, too – as long as your data model isn’t 
volatile while child activities are in the foreground. If it is, 
remember that onStart will be called on conclusion of a child 
activity, while onCreate will not. 

 onResume: begin more costly UI activities such as animations. 

 onPause: stop more costly UI activities. 

 onStop: pull values from your UI into your data model. This can 
also be a good place to save changes to persistent state.2 

 onDestroy: final cleanup of any resources that might not be 
garbage-collected easily. 

 onRestart: re-initialization in certain circumstances, as when 
connecting a view to a database query and wanting to freshen the 
view of the data on restart of the activity. 

                                                       
2 Depending on UI design you may move the model-to-UI, UI-to-model, and persistence operations to the 
onResume/onPause pair. 
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A Major API-Design Quirk 

 All of the lifecycle callback methods are implemented on the 
Activity class. 

 You can and should override them as needed, choosing the 
appropriate lifecycle event carefully. 

 You must call the superclass implementation from any override 
implementation. 

 Otherwise you will get an exception thrown by the framework 
when your method returns. 

 This is a bizarre API-design choice. 

 Typically, if there’s something that must be done in a base class, it 
will be done in a template method. 

 Behaviors to be implemented by derived classes – mandatory or 
optional – would be called via a helper method that would have 
no further obligations. 

 Instead, the Activity class is saying you can override a method, but 
you must call the superclass implementation at the top of your 
own implementation. 

 They must have their reasons! but this is an odd choice and makes 
for a number of rude surprises at testing time. 

 To their credit the resulting error message is crystal-clear. 
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Tracing Lifecycle 

 In Examples/Lifecycle/Step1 there is an Activity subtype 
that overrides all the hook methods and traces calls to them in 
the Android log. 

 See src/cc/android/TracingActivity.java. 
public abstract class TracingActivity 
    extends Activity 
{ 
  ...     
  @Override 
  public void onCreate (Bundle state) 
  { 
    super.onCreate (state); 
    Log.i (tag, "onCreate()"); 
  } 
  ... 
 

 Two activity classes extend 
TracingActivity.  

 One is the main activity.  

 It can start the second activity. 

 A custom application class also 
traces a call to its onCreate 
method. 

Activity

TracingActivity

Activity1 Activity2

EXAMPLE 
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Tracing Lifecycle 

 Test the application:  

 Click the Start second activity button. 

 Click the Finish this activity button twice. 

   

EXAMPLE 
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Tracing Lifecycle 

 See the resulting LogCat output – color-coded and formatted 
here for clarity: 

I/ActivityManager(68): Starting: Intent  
  { cmp=cc.lifecycle/.Activity2 } from pid 484 
I/Application(484): onCreate() 
I/Activity1(484): onCreate() 
I/Activity1(484):   onStart() 
I/Activity1(484):     onResume() 
I/ActivityManager(68):  
  Displayed cc.lifecycle/.Activity1: +1s584ms 
I/Activity1(484):     onPause() 
I/Activity2(484): onCreate() 
I/Activity2(484):   onStart() 
I/Activity2(484):     onResume() 
I/ActivityManager(68):  
  Displayed cc.lifecycle/.Activity2: +664ms 
I/Activity1(484):   onStop() 
I/Activity2(484):     onPause() 
I/Activity1(484):   onRestart() 
I/Activity1(484):   onStart() 
I/Activity1(484):     onResume() 
I/Activity2(484):   onStop() 
I/Activity2(484): onDestroy() 
I/Activity1(484):     onPause() 
I/Activity1(484):   onStop() 
I/Activity1(484): onDestroy() 
 

 After Activity1 starts up, and you start Activity2, Activity1 is 
paused, and then stopped. 

 This happens roughly concurrently with the startup of Activity2. 

 When Activity2 finishes, Activity1 is re-started. 

 In this case both activities are destroyed when finished. 

EXAMPLE 
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Custom Application Classes 

 By default, your Android application is represented by an 
instance of the android.app.Application class. 

 You may choose to configure a subclass of your own. 

 Set the name attribute of the <application> declaration in your 
manifest file to your own class name. 

 This is worth doing because the application object is a singleton 
in the application’s process, and is easy to find from any 
activity. 

public final Application getApplication (); 
 

 Two possible uses are especially compelling: 

 

 Sharing state among activities 

 Centralizing logic that might be used by many activities 

 One slight gripe with getApplication is that it’s marked final. 

 You will find yourself wanting to override this method so as to take 
advantage of covariant return types – something like: 

@Override 
public MyApplication getApplication () { ... } 
 

 Alas: you will have to name the method something else. 

Activity 2 

Application 

Activity 1 Activity 3 
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Shared State: Custom Application Class 

 If you find yourself defining lots of extras, and passing lots of 
data between activities, you may want to consider consolidating 
your state model in some other way. 

 Extras and data-passing can work, and can be robust. 

 But you can wind up writing a lot of code to propagate 
information from one activity to the next, to the next. 

 And some data types are harder to marshal through an intent 
object as extras than others. 

 A custom application class, as described on the previous page, 
is a simple strategy to centralize and share your state. 

 In fact the Javadoc for the Application class describes it as a “base 
class for those who need to maintain global application state.” 

 Define a custom application class in your manifest file. 

 Build the class as a JavaBean with accessor and mutator methods 
(a/k/a getters and setters) for the state elements you want to 
manage. These can be simple values or complex graphs of data. 

 Call getApplication from the activities that need to share the data, 
and let them get and set values as they need to. 

 There is no issue of concurrency since all activities are serialized 
on the UI thread. 
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Shared State: Java Singleton 

 Traditional Java singletons can work, as well, and there are 
those who prefer this strategy to the custom application class. 

 In fact the same Javadoc quoted on the previous page goes on to 
say, in an apparent turnabout: “There is normally no need to 
subclass Application. In most situation, static singletons can 
provide the same functionality in a more modular way.” 

 With a separate singleton class, one can remove any dependency 
on the Android API, so that the state modeling can be adapted to 
other forms of Java software. 

 There is an inherent limitation, which is that the singleton lacks 
the features of the application class, most notably the built-in 
Context with which to load things and look things up. 

 But this can be passed to the singleton at startup. 

 Either way, note that you may still want to pass extras and 
request/response codes between activities; these techniques 
don’t necessarily disappear. 

 But often the information passed will be limited to something truly 
oriented toward the activity – especially if the activity is designed 
to be instantiated more than once for different data or different 
perspectives. This is truly activity state. 

 Even, then, the data passed may be in the form of pointers or 
paths to specific elements in the larger state model, and that may 
well still be held in the application. 
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Sharing an Itinerary 

 Examples/Flights/Step3 shows the use of this strategy for the 
Flights application. 

 src/cc/travel/android/Application.java is our custom 
application class, and it encapsulates the conversational state of 
the application as the user makes choices: 

 Origin and destination airports  

 A boolean indicating whether 
this is a round-trip (true) or 
one-way (false) itinerary 

 Dates of departure and 
(optionally) return 

 Outbound and (optionally) inbound flights 
public class Application 
  extends android.app.Application 
{ 
  private String origin; 
  private String destination; 
  private boolean roundtrip; 
  private Flight outbound; 
  private Flight inbound; 
  private Date departing; 
  private Date returning; 
  ... 

Airports

Flights

Application

origin
destination
roundtrip
departure
return
outbound
inbound

EXAMPLE 
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Sharing an Itinerary 

 Each fragment has a helper method like this: 
  public Application getFlightsApplication () 
  { 
    return (Application)  
      getActivity ().getApplication (); 
  } 
 

 It doesn’t do much, but still it’s usually worth having. 

 Now, in Airports.java, the validate method pushes the user 
input into the application object, if everything is valid: 

    if (messageID == 0) 
    { 
      Application app = getFlightsApplication (); 
      app.setOrigin (originCode); 
      app.setDestination (destinationCode); 
      app.setRoundtrip (isRoundtrip ()); 
      app.setDeparting (departingDate); 
      app.setReturning (returningDate); 
    } 
    else 
      ValidationDialog.newInstance (messageID) 
        .show (getFragmentManager (), "validation"); 
 

 onSearchForFlights then navigates to Flights as usual. 

EXAMPLE 
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Sharing an Itinerary 

 Helper methods in Flights.java can read their information 
from the shared application object: 

  private String getFrom () 
  { 
    Application app = getFlightsApplication (); 
    return outbound 
      ? app.getOrigin () : app.getDestination (); 
  } 
 
  private String getTo () 
  { 
    Application app = getFlightsApplication (); 
    return outbound  
      ? app.getDestination () : app.getOrigin (); 
  } 
 
  private Date getWhen () 
  { 
    Application app = getFlightsApplication (); 
    return outbound  
      ? app.getDeparting () : app.getReturning (); 
  } 
 

 We still use the outbound flag, as set by the activity, based on 
an intent extra; this is a matter of flow control rather than state. 

 It’s a fine line. 

 But compare the roundtrip property: this is a value entered by the 
user and relatively durable: at least, it transcends navigations 
from activity to activity. 

 The extra we’re using is transient by contrast and is meant to 
indicate where we are in the workflow. 

EXAMPLE 
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Sharing an Itinerary 

 So – simple trick, but once we have this in place, state 
management gets a lot simpler, almost no matter how large and 
complex the application might become. 

 Test this out and see starter data in the UI. 

 This is not a manifestation of shared application state, actually. 

 The first activity now primes some test data into the UI widgets – 
just to save us some time going forward. 

 Try out the application and see that your entries in the first 
screen are carried forward cleanly to each of the next two: 

  

 The Flights fragment is still hard-coding the query that it makes to 
get a list of flights, so that is still not responsive. 

 But the heading above the flight listings is built from the shared 
application state. 

EXAMPLE 
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Sharing an Itinerary 

 Follow the complete workflow, and see that if you provide valid 
values in the outbound and inbound screens, the application now 
presents a clean summary of your itinerary. 

 And of course the Summary fragment is drawing this from the 
application object as well: 

   

EXAMPLE 
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Orientation Changes and State Saving 

 Another surprise is that, when the user changes the display 
orientation, Android responds by destroying your activity 
and re-creating it in the new orientation. 

 Yes, really. It does. 

 So activities have to be ready to deal with abrupt “outages.” 

 Persistent stores are unaffected, of course. 

 The application object is unaffected – so, application objects that 
encapsulate shared state are a good idea in this way, too. 

 Also, the content view and all views in its hierarchy will be given 
an opportunity to save and then to restore their state, and all 
standard widgets know how to do this when prompted. 

 So the text in an EditText or the checked state of a CheckBox, for 
example, will survive the disturbance without any help from you. 

 Anything else is up to you! 

 A key technique in this regard is to use Android’s API for state 
saving, so that you can reconstitute any conversational state. 

 The key methods for this save-and-restore process are: 
public Bundle onSaveInstanceState (); 
public void onRestoreInstanceState (Bundle state) 
public void onCreate (Bundle state); 
 

 There is a similar API for fragments. 

 We will see examples of this as it arises in later chapters. 
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An Android Quiz! 

Suggested time: 60-90 minutes 

In this lab you will complete the implementation of a quiz 
application that carries the user through a list of multiple-choice 
questions. You will build three activity classes: one to get started, 
one that can be reused for each question, and one to summarize 
results. You will write a custom application class to model the quiz 
questions and answers as well as the user’s progress through the 
quiz. Your final activity will be able to tell the user their score in 
terms of how many incorrect answers they entered, and their 
completion time. 

The complete workflow of the application will be: 

 

Detailed instructions are found at the end of the chapter. 

BeginActivity QuestionActivity EndActivity 

LAB 3 
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SUMMARY 

 The activity is the fundamental building block of an 
Android application. 

 It is responsible for providing a user interface. 

 It has access to application assets and resources. 

 It can start other activities, and multiple activities can organize 
themselves into what we call a task. 

 Activities have defined lifecycles and can override callback 
methods to be informed of state transitions. 

 The application acts as a point of centralization for certain 
things that activities might otherwise have to manage by 
themselves: 

 Application state – often including persistent storage, either on the 
mobile device or “in the cloud” 

 Flow control 


